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Influence of ordered and weighted analysis windows
on detection in a CFAR radar
H. Mansouri, M. Hamadouche, F. Youcef Ettoumi

However, the detector based on order statistics (OS-CFAR)
proposed by Rohling [3] provides inherent protection against
serious performance degradation in presence of nonhomogenous environment. Many works have been undertaken
subsequently to improve the performance of such detectors
based on order statistics. Blake [4] has analyzed the detection
performance of the Trimmed Mean CFAR (TM-CFAR)
detection in no homogenous situation that can be a trade-off
between the CA-CFAR and the OS-CFAR. In this detector, the
background level is estimated by a linear combination of
ordered input samples. The same idea has been developed by
Magaz and al.in[5] and [6].
In [7] Bencheikh and al. have proposed a new CFAR
processor architecture that combines the advantages of both
the CA-CFAR and the OS-CFAR detectors and referred as
Smoothed OS-CFAR.
Cho and Barkat[8]have proposed a robust Ordered statistic
based CFAR scheme, the Moving Ordered Statistics MOS
CFAR detector, to estimate the noise level around the test cell
in nonhomogenus backgrounds. The rank of the selected
sample is a variable and varies depending of the background
noise in the reference cell. Kim and al. have analysed in [9]
the generalized OS-CFAR detector with M pulses noncoherent
integration for general chi-square fluctuating targets in non
homogenous environment wich covers the various OS and CA
CFAR detectors like GOS-CFAR detector. By properly
choosing the coefficients of this last, they could realize various
kinds of CFAR processors, such as the Censored Mean Level
detector (CMLD) and the Trimmed Mean (TM) one. El
Mashade[10] extended the performance analysis of this
detector to the case where the radar receiver incorporates a
post integrator.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach of architecture
detection designed as WMAX CFAR (Weighted MAXimumCFAR [11]. The idea is to exploit the advantages of the OSCFAR by a faster method which consists on using the
statistical order but instead of choosing the kthe cell, we take
the greatest and multiply it by a weighting coefficient α to
estimate the level of the noise. This estimated power is
multiplied by a threshold multiplier to obtain the threshold
level.
The threshold is compared with signal resulting from the
cell under test to decide for the presence or the absence of the
target.

Abstract— In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm for a
CFAR radar detector. The proposed processor is derivated from OS
CFAR one and is based on weighting samples taken for the
background level estimate. We assume that targets are embedded in a
Gaussian noise and fluctuate according to Swerling I model. First,
closed form expressions of the probabilities of detection and false
alarm are determined and the performances of the proposed detector
referred as WMAX CFAR are investigated when using one weighting
coefficient for one window containing N samples of background.
Then, we consider the case of a version with two different weighting
coefficients each applied on a half window containing N/2 samples.
We present the results of performance analysis in non homogenous
environment of the new detector referred as GOWMAX CFAR
detector. The results are presented and discussed.
Keywords— GOWMAX-CFAR, OS-CFAR, Radar,WMAX-CFAR
I.INTRODUCTION

D

etection of target in a background of clutter is a problem
of interest in radar field. In order to improve such
detection system, the designer usually prefers a constant false
alarm rate. To achieve this purpose, the actual interference
power must be estimated from the data in real time, so that the
threshold can be adjusted to maintain the desired probability of
false alarm (Pfa). A detection processor that can maintain a
constant Pfa is said Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR).
Finn and Johnson [1] have developed a theory based on
arithmetic mean of the resolution cells of the test cell. This is
known as Cell Averaging CFAR detector. The CA-CFAR
detector was shown to be efficient in homogenous
environment. In fact, the probability of detection approaches
the classical Neyman-Pearson[2] case where the mean level of
clutter is known a priori, provided that these cells do not
contain interfering samples.
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We have assumed that targets are fluctuating according to
Swerling I model [12]. We have derived closed form
expressions for the probabilities of detection and false alarm.
The performance of the proposed system is investigated and
analysed in section 2 of this paper.
The obtained results lead us to extend the idea by using two
weighting coefficients applied on a leading and a lagging
windows composed each one by N/2 samples surrounding the
cell under test.
This new algorithm is referred as GOWMAX CFAR [13].
We have reserved the third section of this article for
performances analysis of this last.
II. PERFORMANCES ANALYSIS OF A WMAX CFAR
DETECTOR

A. Problem formulation
The arrangement of the N adjacent cells by ascending order
can lead us to various cases as represented in Fig. 1
Fig. 2 : The proposed WMAX- CFAR processor

The procedure used, to determine the closed form of the
probabilities of detection and false alarm, is the NeymanPearson criterion [2] which maximises the probability of
detection Pd while limiting the probability of false alarm Pfa to
a desired value.
A decision of hypothesis test is made in favour of H1 or H0
according to whether
(3)
Where X is the test cell, T is a threshold coefficient to
achieve a desired Pfa for a given window size N, and Z is the
estimate of background level. The hypothesis H0 represents the
case of noise alone while hypothesis H1 represents the noise
plus target signal case.
The general expressions of the detection probability and the
false alarm probability are given, respectively, by

Fig. 1: Different ranging samples situations

In our knowledge the estimation of clutter in the third case
may be the best because of the linearity of the samples. So,
we can deduce that:

(4)
(5)

(1)

Where pk(z) is the pdf of the random variable Z and pj(x)
(j=0,1) is the probability density function (pdf) of the test cell
X for the presence (j=1) and absence (j=0) of a target,
respectively.
The signal from a target is linked to its reflective power.
The value of the Radar Cross Section (RCS) of a target is very
difficult to know a priori because of its extreme sensitivity to
various parameters like shape, angle of illumination,
transmitted frequency, polarization of the transmitted wave, or
movement of the target.
The RCS should be considered as a random process defined
by its probability density and autocorrelation function.

Then the coefficient α would be equal to:
(2)
If we want to change the order of the chosen cell, it will be
sufficient to change the value of α for N fixed. Hence the idea
of the proposed technique referred to as Welghted Maximum
CFAR (WMAX CFAR) is shown in Fig. 2
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After mathematic manipulations the probability of detection
becomes:

For aircraft targets, object of our work, the model used is
called Swerling 1 type. In this model, it is assumed that the
pulses received from the target have a constant amplitude
throughout the duration of illumination and statistically
independent of a passage from the antenna to another "scan-toscan fluctuation." This assumption ignores the effect of the
antenna on the amplitude of the echo, and the envelope of the
reflection to the output of the quadratic detector signal follows
an exponential law:

(13)
Where Γ is gamma function and T is the threshold multiplier.
The probability of false alarm expression may be obtained
by setting S=0 in the probability of detection expression.
0.
Hence,

(6)
B. Results and discussions
σ represents the average received signal power.
The noise is random, following the laws of probability. For
reasons of convenience in mathematical modeling, the radar
operators have always considered that clutters follow a
Gaussian law. Research work has shown that these nonGaussian clutter follow laws such as the Weibull distribution,
the log-normal distribution or distribution K.
In the following study, we assume that the detection is done
in Gaussian environment. In this case, its probability density
function is given by:
2

In this section we present the performances of the designed
CFAR processor compared to the OS-CFAR. Table 1 presents
the threshold multiplier T versus the false alarm rate for
different values of the coefficient α, for a number of samples
N=16.
Table 1: Values of threshold multiplier versus α and Pfa

(7)
The homogeneity of the clutter is characterized by the
probability of the presence of a single target in the test cell. It
is no homogeneous in the case of the presence of one or more
interfering targets in the analysis windows, or in the case of
clutter edge.
The returns are assumed identical and independent and the
output of the law square detector follows the exponential
distribution.
for H0
for H1

6/1
6

7/16

8/1
6

10/1
6

12/1
6

16/16

Pfa=10-6

22

18.8
6

16.5

13.2

11

8.3

Pfa=10-4

11.9

10.2

8.9

7.17

5.95

4.46

Pfa=10-3

8

6.8

6

4.8

3.98

3

We observe that the threshold multiplier decreases when α
or Pfa increases.
To make a comparison we have established the Table 2 for
OS CFAR detector when the chosen rank k changes.

(8)
(9)

k

6

Pfa=10-6

>100

Pfa=10-4

Where S is the target signal to noise ratio.
Substituting expression (9) into (4), the probability of
detection becomes

Pfa=10-3

48,6
8
28,8
8

7
79.4
6
34.9
2
21.5
2

8

10

12

16

56.6

32.9

20.9

8.3

26.4

16.6

11.0
8

4.5

16.7
2

10.8
8

7.43

3.0
2

Table 2: Values of threshold multiplier versus K and Pfa

Fig. 3 shows the variations of the threshold multiplier in
terms of coefficient α for the WMAX-CFAR processor
compared with same variations in terms of rank k of chosen
cell for the OS-CFAR. We observe that the threshold of OSCFAR is higher than the threshold of WMAX CFAR for a
probability of false alarm fixed to 10-6.
Fig. 4 shows the variations of the probability of detection
versus the SNR for different values of the probability of false
alarm for N=16 and α=0.75 (K=12).
As shown in Fig. 5, an investigation of the effect of the
weighting coefficient on the detection performance compared
to the OS-CFAR was made. The result shows that for α=0.5
the new designed detector presents a very smaller CFAR loss

(10)
Which yields
(11)
For convenience, let be
(12)
Where N denotes the number of reference window’s cells.
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Presence of one interfering target

than OS-CFAR in homogenous situation.

1
0.9

The study in presence of interfering targets has been made
using Monte Carlo simulations [14].The obtained results are
shown in Fig. 6 and Fig.7. In those figures each point has been
obtained using i experiments where:
i=100/Pfa
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Fig. 6 : Probability of detection versus SNR
In presence of one interfering target
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Fig. 3: Threshold multiplier versus
α (for wmaxcfar) or k(for oscfar)
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Fig.7 : Probability of detection versus SNR
In presence of 6 interfering targets

Fig.7 shows that when the number of interfering targets is
superior than (N-K), the OS CFAR detector presents important
losses compared to WMAX CFAR.
In Fig. 8 we have presented the Operational Caracteristic of
Reception (OCR) for the WMAX CFAR detector compared
with the OS CFAR one, in homogeneous environment. We
have fixed an SNR=15dB, α=0.5 and k= 0.75.
Fig. 4: Probability of detection versus SNR for
different values of Pfa (N=16 and α=0.75)
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Fig.8: Operational Characteristics of Reception
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Fig. 5 : Comparaison between OS CFAR and
WMAX CFAR in Homogenous environment.
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The correspondent pdf is given by:

We have evaluated CFAR losses caused by I interfering
targets. The results are given in Table 3. This table has been
established for a number of samples N=16, a probability of
-6
false alarm Pfa=10 , and a probability of detection Pd=0.5.
The two right columns have been established for OS CFAR
under the same conditions and for k=12.

(15)
We can show that the choice of the maximum out of N/2
samples leads to a probability density function given by:

Table 3: Additional CFAR losses in presence of I interfering targets.

I

0
1
2
3
4
6

SNR(dB)
WMAX
CFAR

Additional
CFARLoss(dB)
WMAX CFAR

SNR(dB)
OS
CFAR

Additional
CFARLoss(dB)
OS CFAR

15.73
16.56
16.54
16.52
16.50
16.45

0
0.83
0.81
0.79
0.77
0.72

15.65
16.26
16.96
17.9
19.1
20.26

0
0.61
1.31
2.25
3.45
4.61

(16)
(17)
The probability of detection is given by equation (8).
The analysis in presence of interfering targets or clutter
edge has been made using Monte Carlo simulations. Results
will be discussed in the next section.
B. Results and discussion

We can deduce that if number of interfering targets
increases the WMAX CFAR losses remain constant while the
OS CFAR losses increase.
Those results lead us to exploit the idea by consider an
algorithm with two half windows each one affected by a
weighting coefficient.
This what we expose in the third section of this paper

An optimizing study has given the best values of
coefficients a and b to be equal to 0.5 when the clutter is
homogeneous.
We have shown that detection is efficient only if the
condition limit
(18)

III. PERFORMANCES ANALYSIS OF A GOWMAXCFAR DETECTOR

were INR is the level of energy of the interfering target, is
realized, and that it depends of position of this secondary
target :
This condition has been deducted from Fig.10, for
SNR=20dB, and when the secondary target is in the leading
window.

Using Monte Carlo simulations, we present in this part the
study of a GOWMAX-CFAR detector.
A. The GOWMAX CFAR detector
The bloc diagram of the GOWMAX CFAR detector is given
in Fig. 9.
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Figure 10 : Limit of detection

We can deduce that in this case, the primary target is
detected if the level of secondary one do not exceed 6dB.
When the interfering target is in the lagging half window,
fig.11 depicted for SNR= 20dB shows that detection is
efficient for all values of INR

Fig. 9:Diagram block of GOWMAX CFAR detector

In this scheme the estimate of the noise Q is given by:
(14)
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Figure 11 : Limit of detection

Fig. 14 : Probability of detection versus SNR
In presence of 5 interfering targets.

Fig. 12 shows that in presence of interfering targets the best
performances are obtained for b as smaller as possible. We
have chosen to continue the study with a=0.5 and b=0.01.

In Fig. 15 we have depicted the operational characteristic of
reception of the GOWMAX CFAR detector compared to OS
CFAR and WMAX CFAR, for SNR=15dB, in homogeneous
environment.
OCR, SNR=15dB, a=b=0.5; w=0.5,k=12.
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Fig. 12 : Probability of detection versus SNR in presence of one
interfering target for a=0.5 and different values of b .
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In those conditions, Fig. 13 and Fig.14 show that in
presence of interfering targets, the new detector operates
better. Those figures have been established with a comparison
between the two detectors, GOWMAX-CFAR and OS-CFAR.
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The probability of false alarm is set to 10 for a number of
samples equal to 16.
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Figure 15: Operational characteristics of reception.

Finally, we have evaluated the CFAR losses for the new
detector. This is shown in Table 4, were I is the number of
interfering targets.

Table 4: CFAR losses of GOWMAX CFAR
in presence of I interfering targets.

Fig. 13 : Probability of detection versus SNR,
in presence of one interfering target.
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I

SNR(dB)

0
1
2
3
4
6

14.5
16.65
16.64
16.64
16.62
16.62

Additional CFAR
Loss(dB)
0
2.15
2.14
2.14
2.12
2.12
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IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a new detector referred to
as GOWMAX-CFAR to operate in non-homogeneous radar
environment. Its algorithm is derivated from WMAX CFAR
himself inspired from OS CFAR detector.
The obtained results show that efficiency depends on
position and level of targets. And if conditions are respected
the proposed detector performs better than the OS-CFAR.
It should be mentioned that the proposed detector presents
a low computational burden comparatively to the ordinary OSCFAR detector, that what we have showed in [13].
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